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Protesilaos: First to Fail at Troy and Hero in 
Northern Greece and Beyond

TX hi.HE CHRONiCLES OF heroism in ali ages 
from Homer to Hastings, from Famagusta 
to the Philippines are fîlled with tales of 
those who have offered their lives fırst in 
battie in order that others might succeed.* 
Protesilaos, leader of the men from Phylake 
in Thessaly aboard forty ships, was the fırst 
such hero in the Iliad. The place where he 
made the supreme sacrifıce was the beach- 
head near Troy.‘ His deed made him an 
object of veneration in Thessaly and xViac- 
edonia in later ages when these lands were 
seeking to establish a semblance of Homeric 
parity with Ithaca, Epirus, and the great 
Mycenaean cities of the Peloponnesus. The 
coins of a number of Greek and Grcek im- 
perial cities commemorate the images and 
the cults of Protesilaos.

Philippopolis in the Thracian heartland 
(modern Plovdiv in Bulgaria) under the Ro
man Emperor Elagabalus (a.d. 218 to 222) 
sets a northern limit in space and a late 
boundary in time for an image identified as 
Protesilaos." The obverse of a 28 mm. 
bronze coin shows the laureate, cuirassed 
büst of the young Syrian Emperor facing to 
the right (Fig. 1). On the reverse, a vvarrior- 
hero, vvearing a crested helmet and holding a 
large, round shield on the left arm, stands to 
the lelt. He is on a groundline, and his right
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hand is lowered and extended, as if pointing 
to the ground in front of him (Fig. 2).

This hero standing in ominous fashion 
may be Protesilaos, popular in many cities 
from Thrace to Thessaly and who was the 
fırst Greek killed when he leaped off his 
ship on the landing at Troy. He is seemingiy 
pointing down at the beach where he fell. 
The image used on this local coin late in the 
fırst quarter of the third century a.D. derives 
from a bronze statue of the era of the now- 
celebrated Riace bronzes, two monumental 
works of about 440 b.c., representing early 
Athenian (?) heroes and retrieved from a 
shipwreck at the foot of Italy. By the late 
Severan age, Philippopolis may have had 
such a bronze statue, or a Roman-period 
copy of the same, which the locals chris- 
tened with the name of the fırst heroic casu-

* This short note is offered as a tribute to a distin- 
guıshed cotuemporary. Ulla Wcstermark was already a 
legend ın numismatic circles in the early I950s when I 
was reading for a Ph. D. at University College, I.ondon, 
and spending many hours each day in the Students 
Room of the Department of Coins and Medals at the 
Brıtısh Museum. I vvould like to thank Mary B. Com- 
stock, John J. Herrmann, Amy E. Raymond, Emily T. 
V'ermeule, and Florence Z. Wolsky for help with this 
paper and the coins thcrein. Friends at Complete Photo 
in Cambrıdge, Massachusetts, helped prepare the illus- 
trations.
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Fig. 1. Thrace, Philippopolis, Elagabalus (218 to 
222). AE 28 mm. Obverse. Büst of the Emperor. 
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 1987.325.

alty in the ten-year war on the beach and 
before the walls of Priam’s city. The origi- 
nal of the statue known as the Ares Borghe- 
se, in the Musee du Louvre, Paris, was not 
far apart from the image on the coin of 
Philippopolis, but the god of war in the 
Borghese statue and its other marble repli- 
cas, if this be indeed Ares, does not point 
groundwards.

The popularity of Protesilaos as a cult- 
hero in Northern Greece, Macedonia and 
Thrace, was related to the defeat of Darius 
at Marathon and, particularly, Xerxes in 
480 and 479 B.c. The Greek warrior who 
leapt ashore to strike the first blow at the 
adversaries in the northwestem comer of 
Asia Minör could stand for ali those Greeks 
and northern tribal peoples who fought 
against the Persians and their allies on the 
beachheads, from Abydos and Sestos along 
the Dardanelles to Athens and, ultimately, 
to the Bay of Salamis in the Saronic Gulf of 
Attica.

Fig. 2. Thrace, Philippopolis. Reverse. Protesilaos 
standing, pointing to the ground.

As a result of ali this, the head of Protesi
laos appeared on silver coins of Scione in 
Macedonia, the hero’s name written in ret- 
rograde lettering on the crest of his helmet 
(Fig. 3).. The prow on this tetradrachm’s 
reverse cements the iconographic relation- 
ship of this coin of about 475 B.c., a spectac- 
ular effort for Scione which may have com- 
memorated the removal of Xerxes and the 
threat of Persian power in Northern 
Greece.^

In the same vein, a large chalcedony inta- 
glio of scaraboid shape can be dated about 
480 B.C., or a decade later.^ Looking directly 
at the milky white stone, we see a large 
galley, a trireme, gliding to the left, the 
heads of rowers and soldiers visible along 
the öpen second deck. On the exposed, or- 
namented top deck, Protesilaos crouches 
with a long spear and a large, round shield. 
(The hero’s shield was famous enough to 
have been given to Telephos after his 
death). He wears a conical Central Greek
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Fig. 3. Macedonia, Scione, Circa 475 B.c. AR 
Tetradrachm. 27 mm. Obverse. Head o f Protesi- 
laos. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 60.1299.

(“Boeotian”) helmet and a cloak as he 
stares intently at the shore where he would 
soon give his life as an example to the other 
Greeks and in fulfiHment of a prophecy or 
an Oracle that the fırst man ashore would die 
(Fig. 4).

The coin of Scione and the chalcedony 
gem are the Early Classical manifestations 
of the cult of Protesilaos. Like other Ho- 
meric monuments and memories, the vir- 
tues of Protesilaos would survive into the 
reign of Elagabalus, nearly to the time when 
the Persian power (in its Sassanian form) 
was önce morc bccoming a threat to the 
Mediterranean world.

The question of whether the bronze stat- 
ue of the perhaps-wounded warrior spring- 
ing fonvard is Protesilaos or another unfor- 
tunate hero continues to be debated. The 
pose seems perfectly suited to that of a 
warrior, spcar in hand, leaping from a ship

to the shore. Greek Imperial coins of 
Elaious or Elaeus, the southernmost town in 
the Thracian Chersonnesus in the time of 
Commodus (180 to 192), show Protesilaos 
standing on the forepart of a ship, clad in 
helmet, cuirass, and short chiton, in the 
right hand a spear and with the left hand 
raised.^ The complete, almost-lifesized stat- 
ue in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York, is a Roman imperial copy in 
marbie of this lost masterpiece in bronze, a 
sculpture of the type found in numbers in 
Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli and representing 
famous originals of the period 480 to 320 
B.c. from ali över the Greek and Greek 
imperial world.* The original was cast 
around 450 b.c .

Confirmation of the Identification as Pro
tesilaos seems evident in the fact that the 
British Museum replica of the statue, found 
at Cyzicus-Kyzikos on the Mysian coast of 
the Propontis, has a plinth in the form of a 
ram of a ship, surrounded by waves.’ This 
suggests that the warrior was represented as 
standing pn the foredeck of a ship and in the 
act of hurling his spears against an enemy 
on the shore. Other heroes, such as the shad- 
owy Kyzikos himself, have been proposed 
for this statue, but the presence of a copy 
from a garden near Rome adds to the weight 
of the Identification as the more widely- 
remembered Protesilaos.

EPILOGUE

Protesilaos was buried at Elaious-Elaeus 
(now Eski Kale, the Old Castle) near the 
Southern end of the Chersonnesus and the 
entrance to the Dardanelics. There was a 
temple dedicated to him at this town. Here 
Alexander the Grcat offcrcd sacrificc at the
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Fig. 4. Attica or Northern Greece, Circa 470 b.c. 
Chalcedony intaglio gem, scaraboid shape. L.: 31

mm. Protesilaos preparing to kap ashore. Boston, 
Museum of Fine Arts, 1987.300.

tumulus in the year 334, at the beginning of 
his campaign, as Arrian put it, “to ensure 
for himself better luck than Protesilaos 
had”.® But the geography of hero-cults such 
as this, involving Protesilaos, is often not so 
simple. There was also apparently a so- 
called Tomb of Protesilaos at Sigeum-Si- 
geion in the Troad, north of Beşika Bay and 
on Beşika Burnu or headland. This, of 
course, may have been a cenotaph to recall 
the spot where Protesilaos fought and dis- 
patched some of the Trojans before he was 
cut down by Hector.’ Alexander the Great 
carried the Protesilaos spirit with him and 
was the first to leave his ship and set foot 
upon the shore of Asia.

This second tradition of where Protesi
laos was buried goes back at İcast to about 
340 B.C., for the top of an Attic treaty relief 
shows Athena, the Demos, and Protesilaos 
(?). The relief, now in the Fitzwilliam Mu

seum, Cambridge, was brought from Sigeion 
in 1801. The style of this upper part of a 
larger monument is purely Attic, as befıts 
the an of a city önce part of Athens and stili 
influenced in the fourth century b.c . by 
sculptural traditions radiating from the cra- 
dle of democracy. The Athena of the Fitz- 
william Museum relief is the figüre typical 
of the goddess in such diplomatic and urban 
monuments. The figüre identified as the 
Demos, of Athens or more likely of Sigeum, 
is a bearded, himation-clad man. Protesi
laos, as befıts the myths of his unfınished 
house and his loving wife, is an elegant 
young vvarrior with a plumed helmet. This 
headgear also suggests a hero whose armor, 
like that of Achilles, would have been de- 
sired by Pergamene Telephos after his death 
at the beachhead.‘°

I f  this sh o n  tale began w ith the legends o f  
the Champion who becomes the first sacri-



fice in a long war, it can end with the leg- 
ends of the voyager över the seas whose 
bones were claimed by more than one city 
on either side of the waters. Such was also 
the case with Christopher Columbus, thrice 
discoverer and explorer of the New World.
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SAMMANFATTNING

Protesilaos, ledaren för mânnen frân Phylake i 
Thessalien, blev den förste som offrade sitt liv pâ 
stranden vid Troja. Hjâlten stâr pâ frânsidan av 
ett mynt frân Philippopolis i Thrakien under 
Heliogabalus (218-222 e. Kr.) och pekar pâ 
marken. Hans huvud med namnet inskrivet pâ 
hjâlmen fmns pâ âtsidan av en tetradrachm frân 
Scione, Makedonien, omkring 475 f. Kr. Slutli- 
gen fbrbereder sig Protesilaos för att hoppa i land 
pâ en skarabeliknande gem i chalcedon frân 
omkr. 470 f. Kr. Det âr ocksâ troligt, att marmor- 
kopiorna i New York och London av en brons- 
staty frân ca 50 f. Kr. förestâller den thessaliske 
hjâlten.
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